


JVZoo The First Affiliate Platform to Integrate with
a  Payment Processor BUILT for OUR MARKET

Zift & JVZoo have similar missions, to let their users and 
customers be fully in control of their businesses at all times. 
You will have control of your own cash flow, but with all the 
features that JVZoo has to track payments and refunds.

Connect your Zift account inside of JVZoo and instantly start 
taking sales.

The Team at Zift were just as excited to partner with JVZoo as we were about being the first 
Affiliate Network to introduce a processor that has been built with Sellers & Affiliates in mind.

Zift offers the ability to recover split amounts on refunds and chargebacks from your partners.



Frictionless Signup
Apply for your account in 10 minutes or less, connect your 
JVZoo account, and start taking payments instantly.

Split Payments
Set up Jv/partnership contracts to go alongside your 
affiliate payouts.

Low Fees
2.9% + 30c

Automated Payouts
Scheduled payouts for on set dates.
Controlled CASHFLOW.

Fully Integrated
Seamlessly keep track of all partner & affiliate payouts 
right inside your JVZoo dashboard.

Recurring Billing
Easily manage recurring payments for your subscription 
business, services and softwares.

Here’s why vendors and affiliates will love Zift:

Zift offers a range of ways to pay your partners.

Zift Account to Zift Account 
(Securely pay your affiliates and partners directly into 
their  Zift account in one simple transaction.)
 

Manual Payments 
(Download payment  report and send the correct  amount  
via wire, check or other means.)



Split Payments
Split payments between a maximum of 9 
different affiliates.

Split Options
Split a fixed amount or a percentage of the 
transaction; which can be specified on a per 
transaction basis.

Itemized Transaction Splits
Apply the split to the overall transaction or 
apply a unique split scenario to each of the 
items within a transaction.

Primary Merchant
Transactions originate with a primary 

merchant and are split to the affiliate on a 
fixed cycle.

Scheduled Payouts

Manage refunds
Recover split amounts on refunds and 

chargebacks from your affiliates.

JVZoo and Zift partnership split payment functionality allows sellers, marketplaces, or platforms to split a fixed 
amount, or percentage, of payments processed to a third party. 

Split Payments

*Split payments can only be processed by US merchants and remitted to US bank accounts at 
this time. Payouts to non-US affiliates must be made through a Payoneer account. 

Seamless payouts remitted to affiliates on 
scheduled dates.


